
Minutes   

Trinity Primary School Parent Council  

 Held on Tuesday 28th April 2020: 7:30pm  

Attendees: 

Helen Duncan (Chair); Jacqueline Scott (Head Teacher): Kirsty Martin; Cheryl Berthinussen; Aimi 

Armstrong; Tim Gregg; Toby Kelly; Kristin Deeken; Collette Woods; Gareth Kirk; Kev Head; Jen Bird; 

Christiaan Hofstra; Angelica Lorenzo; Julie Wardhaugh; Cllr Jim Campbell; Cllr Ellie Bird. Also reps 

from TPSA: Fiona Moon and Anne Clouston.   

Apologies: Sandy Robinson, Kirsty Wilkie 

Due to current circumstances this meeting was held online. Instead of the usual agenda it was agreed 

that the meeting would be an opportunity for questions from parents to be answered by the school. 

These questions were requested in advance to give Jacqueline and her team time to consider.   

The questions came under 2 main themes; the current leaning from home and the options for the 

longer term.  

Learning at Home 

What is the main approach to learning?  

Main platform to get learning to the pupils is digital. Before school closed there had been an 

opportunity to assess the digital capability of the pupils and it was found that the majority had access 

to a home computer or tablet.  

Where it is not possible for a pupil to access digital media a variety of paper and art packs were 

distributed at the point of school closure. Jotters were also delivered to pupils who were not in school 

on the last day. 

Since returning after Easter the school have attempted contact, through phone or email, to any family 

that has not been in been in touch with a teacher or the school. As a result of this a number of paper 

packs have been issued.  In summary the number of paper packs issued is as follows: 

P1 – 14 paper packs; P2 – 15 ; P3 – 11; P4 – 16; P5 – 12 ; P6 – 3; P7 – 5 

I-pads have also been given to families where possible.   

New jotters are now being provided for those who need a new one outside school door. This will be 

emailed to all parents. 

Mrs Scott stressed the importance of Health & Wellbeing and reiterated that this should take 

precedence over schoolwork.   

Can teachers speak to classes?  

Teachers are not allowed to use Zoom on City of Edinburgh devices. P7 and P6s are using Teams and 

Office 365 and the P7 pupils recently joined a video call with their teacher. The children were not 

visible to each other. Only the teacher was visible. Everyone had audio capability.  This seemed to be 

a success so it is likely to be extended to P6.  



Only p6 and p7 have Office 365. After consideration it has been agreed that rolling this out to all pupils 

is not feasible remotely or a better option than what is currently working well. P5 are using “Showbie” 

(an education app) and this is being considered for roll out to P4 pupils.  There is no proposal to change 

the delivery method for P1-3.  

The school is awaiting guidance / decisions from CEC regarding live teaching but it is recognised that 

live teaching doesn’t suit everyone in terms of timing. Pre-recorded would appear to work better 

because not all families work in standard school day hours.  

It was recognised that videos being loaded onto Youtube by teaching staff couldn’t always be accessed 

by pupils using their own kids youtube account. Aimi agreed to send out instructions to the teaching 

staff about how to do this.  The school is also looking at other options for making video content more 

easily accessible.  

How do we encourage social interactions?  

This must be left to parents rather than school led.  To encourage interaction with the school, emails 

to teachers are strongly encouraged and it was recognised that the feedback that the kids are getting 

through emails from the teacher has been really fantastic.  

Can we ensure pupils in hub schools have internet or wifi access? 

Early teething issues should now be resolved allowing access to any pupil who needs it.   

Could the teachers consider posting all school work at the end of the previous week or the night 

before?  

It was decided to stick with current process – overall it appeared to be working well and would rather 

not change it. Mrs Scott reiterated that the focus has to be on Health & Wellbeing and that learning 

could be done at any time and didn’t have to be on the date provided. Families are asked to follow 

whatever approach works for them.  

 

Longer term 

How will we manage the transition of nursery children to P1? 

Under normal circumstances Cheryl Berthinussen would be out meeting nursery children in advance 

of starting in the new term. This isn’t currently possible. However approx 60 children will join us from 

the Fort, Holy Cross and Bonnington House nurseries and CB is currently in discussions with these 

nurseries.  

Buddy systems process will start next week. P6s will be asked to think about buddy activities eg photos, 

letters and postcards.  

The school have email addresses of all new school intake and will contact parents so they can see 

transition information which is now being posted to the school website.  Information will still be sent 

to parents eg the transition pack.  As is always the case the names and numbers of those children 

expected to join TPS in P1 changes quite regularly. 

This is a wider City of Edinburgh issue and TPS will take direction from any proposals and guidance 

from authorities.  

It was recognised that all children will need transition support 



How will we manage the transition of P7 to S1? 

P7 staff are in contact with secondary school staff.  It is difficult to plan when there is no decision on 

a return date. The P7 team are working with the children as much as possible eg looking at end of 

school celebrations. A year book will still be created using pictures that teachers already have and 

pupils have been asked to send a few more.  All pupils have been asked to create 10 sec video clip to 

be made into an imovie.  

P7s will definitely be invited back into the school if there is no return pre summer.  

What is the planning & class teachers for next school year? 

The school has not been given its final teacher numbers and budget for the new school year. No view 

as to the date when this will be available. 

P1 will definitely be transferred to 3 learning groups for P2 in the new school year and the classes will 

be made up with a range of criteria including friendship groups and gender balance.  

Any transition of other classes will be dependent on return dates, teacher availability and may be 

decided Edinburgh wide rather than school by school. The school is fully committed to managing 

transition for all children.  

How can we help with Community & Fundraising? 

Discussions are underway to ensure that there is still a sports day, albeit remotely.  Theme will be time 

travellers. 

Many of the year end events will still happen where possible and will aim to do as much as possible 

remotely.  

 If there are any ideas then please share these with the PSA or the Parent Council.  

How quickly will school be back up and running?  

Staff were physically allowed into school today (28th April). As soon as dates are available the school 

will be ready to reopen however what this school will look like remains to be seen. The school will 

respond to all government advice.  

Will there still be P7 sweatshirt options? 

Voting for the P6’s will happen as normal. 

 

The meeting ended with thanks to Jacqueline Scott and to her team at Trinity Primary School for all 

the work they are doing. The Parent Council also offered any possible support at any time in the future.  

 

The next meeting is provisionally set for Tuesday 9th June 7.30pm.  


